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About This Game

"Mr.Jezko" is a small hedgehog adventurer that collects fruits on numerous levels, full of dangers and predatory creatures. Solve
the puzzles to collect all fruits and avoid traps.Climb on the ledges and switch on portals to succeed.Collect stars to get higher

score.

- Platformer with puzzle elements
- 4 different locations

- 40 cunning levels
- Cute hedgehogs
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Title: Mr.Jezko
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
EasyGames
Publisher:
EasyGames
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Ubuntu 14.04 & Steam OS

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256mb

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Game currently only works in windowed mode on Linux operating systems.
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I love dis game. It may be a game but it's actual purpose is a +1 for collectors, either by idling the achievement spam it offers or
as a cheap game for their game count.

All in all most of these games are supper plain and boring or the developers never even bothered to finish them, since their
purpose is not to be played.. I played first 6 missions died in the 7th and the game goes black, Tried to restart the game and once
you press play the game goes black

*Tried to try the game again no black screen but I lost all my progress. Well this was a hoot,but of course,you play for the
achivements. i love it!������
♡ １０／１０ ♡. A furby that mutated and eats apples and collects stars to survive.. ELEVEN-****ING-HUNDRED STEAM
ACHIEVEMENTS
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wtf is this for game name Xdd. pretty good game. Another ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t game that doesn't let you save your controls, the game
is therefore totally unplayable.. Well this was a hoot,but of course,you play for the achivements. very nice 100%. Achievements.
Easy 100% / 1h, just idle.
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